The joy of control—and cooking

Getting genius in the kitchen

While it has always been called the “heart of the home,” today’s

Get a text when the refrigerator door is left open. Be alerted

kitchen can be equal parts brain with Control4® and Sub-Zero/

the minute your roast reaches optimal temperature. Increase

Wolf. From world-class appliances to easy-to-use apps that make

ice production for a party in one touch. Keep food fresh while

food prep easier than ever, a smart kitchen brings even more joy

you’re away with a pre-set that automatically manages energy

to cooking—and a lot more control to life at home. In fact, we bet

without compromising a single berry or broccolini. And remember,

you’ll wonder how you ever entertained without it.

your recipe for just the right amount of control may vary from
day to day...

The joy of control in your kitchen
What’s cooking in a smart kitchen depends entirely on what kind of intelligence you’d like to serve. Here are just a
few examples, and remember, smart kitchens can be as creative as their cooks.
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Automate your shades to close as the sun sets.
Open as the sun rises.
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Send a notiﬁcation to the living room TV when the
roast has reached optimal temperature.
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Program one-touch buttons for optimal lighting:
one for “Cooking Prep,” another for “Entertaining.”
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Program the ice-maker to increase ice production
just in time for the party to commence.
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Send appliance maintenance and service requests
through the Control4® system.
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Request alerts that report your energy usage.
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Set lights to flash in other rooms when the oven
preheat is complete.
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From a touch screen, queue up the perfect playlist
as your guests sit down in the dining room.
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Brains built-in

Convenience, energy savings and the perfect meal every time. A Control4® smart kitchen is
designed around the Sub-Zero Built-In Series refrigerators and the Wolf E-Series Ovens.

Sub-Zero Built-In Refrigeration
• Works seamlessly with the Control4 system
• Provide real time information regarding door
status, temperature, Smart Grid and more
• Convenience features for your lifestyle
• Enhanced performance for parties, vacations,
and time of day
• When connected with a system that can
communicate with external parties, the
Smart Refrigerator can provide error code
information prior to the service visit to ensure
that the Service Tech is informed before they
even enter the home to ensure you have the
best service experience possible

No more ruined roasts! Sub-Zero and Wolf
apps keep you connected to the kitchen
no matter where you are in the house.

Wolf E-Series Ovens
• Works seamlessly with the Control4 system
• Check on the preheat status, timer, and
temperature probe from anywhere in the home
• Entertain without spending your evening in
the kitchen
• Receive service alerts if something goes wrong
with your oven, and send that information to
your service provider
• Choose to be alerted of high energy use in
your area, informing you to refrain from using
the oven for a short time

Find a dealer near you
A smart kitchen just keeps getting smarter with every new idea you have. Simply find a Control4®
dealer in your area and schedule time to discuss your ideas about control. Together you’ll come up
with the perfect recipe for success in the kitchen and all throughout your house.
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